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   In his Presidential Address delivered to the American Finance 

Association, John Campbell   argued for the importance of “house-

hold fi nance,”   an academic fi eld that has attracted much interest 

but still lacks defi nition and attention within the fi nance profession. 

Analogous to corporate fi nance, household fi nance asks how house-

holds use fi nancial instruments to attain their objectives. We argue 

further that the study of household fi nance is not only important 

for households as investors in developed economies; but it is also 

 crucial for households running businesses and farms in developing 

 countries  , where fi nancial markets are often problematic and house-

hold consumption, investment, and production decisions are likely 

 nonseparable  . Understanding the fi nancial environment   and  fi nancial 

behavior   of these households should ultimately help researchers and 

policymakers gain a greater understanding of behavior, evaluate exist-

ing policies targeting poverty  , and potentially help remove  distortions 

in fi nancial markets  . 

 The study of the fi nancial environment   and household fi nancial 

behavior   occupies a large share of the growing literature on empiri-

cal development economics   in the past few decades. Household 

surveys have been promoted by governments, international organi-

zations, academics, and survey groups in many countries, providing 

useful data for research into various aspects of household fi nance. 

Although studies using data from household surveys   have provided 

several important insights about the fi nancial situation and behavior 

of households in developing countries  , some challenges remain. Most 

     CHAPTER 1 

 Introduction   
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Households as Corporate Firms4

importantly, defi nition and measurement   of variables used in these 

surveys and studies are sometimes inconsistent or unclear. This prob-

lem is acute for the studies using high frequency data  , even though 

such data are much needed for the analysis of short-term behavior of 

the households   for understanding risks, liquidity management, and 

how they interact with the longer term performance of household 

enterprises   and wealth accumulation of household units. 

 This monograph proposes a conceptual framework for measure-

ment   that is widely accepted and used in other areas, namely corpo-

rate fi nancial accounting   and national income accounting  . We modify 

the concepts of corporate fi nancial accounting so that the accounts 

are more appropriate to the study of household fi nance   in developing 

countries  . We impose this modifi ed accounting framework onto an 

integrated household survey and construct the three main household 

fi nancial statements   accordingly: the balance sheet, the income state-

ment, and the statement of cash fl ows. Finally, we illustrate the use of 

the accounts for the analysis of household fi nance. 

   1.1.     THE CHALLENGES 

 As emphasized by Campbell   ( 2006 ), the study of household fi nance   

is particularly challenging because household behavior   is diffi cult to 

measure   and households face constraints not captured by standard 

fi nance literature, namely participation   and diversifi cation con-

straints  . Households also have important non-traded assets  , namely 

their human capital  . They also hold illiquid assets  , namely land   and 

houses. Although Campbell’s argument is based on studies using data 

from developed countries, a similar argument applies to households 

in developing countries  . Indeed, the study of household fi nance in 

developing countries poses yet even more challenges. Many house-

holds in developing countries are not simply consumers supplying 

factor inputs and purchasing and consuming outputs.   They are also 

engaged in production in both farm   and non-farm activities  . There are 

often large timing differences   between inputs purchased and outputs 

sold, as for farmers with infrequent harvests; and timing differences 
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between inputs acquired and revenue received, as for businesses   with 

inventories and trade credits. Thus high frequency data   are important 

for the study of liquidity  , the protection of consumption   and invest-

ment from cash fl ow fl uctuations  , and how the households fi nance the 

operation of their business   activities. We also wish to know the long-

run underlying fi nancial situation   of these households. How effec-

tively does the household as a business use its assets in productive 

activities to generate income? What are the rates of return on assets   

and credit relative to alternative uses? 

 These issues necessitate the distinction between cash fl ow as a mea-

sure of liquidity   and net income as a measure of performance  . While 

this distinction has been at the heart of fi nancial economics for some 

time, recent events in the US and global fi nancial markets more than 

remind us of the difference. For corporate fi rms, liquidity problems 

causing failures or capital injections are in principle distinct from 

poor performance, bankruptcies, and ineffi cient bailouts. In develop-

ing economies   these problems are compounded by the fact that many 

households are also running small business  , and their consumption 

and investment are likely nonseparable  . How in practice does one 

draw the distinction between liquidity and performance, even during 

normal times? 

 Defi nitions of income and cash fl ow are clear in the corporate 

fi nance and accounting literature, but how do we apply them to house-

holds running business  ? On the one hand, most surveys of fi rms do 

not consider the situation of the owners. Although consumption of 

shareholders   is less relevant for decision making in large corporations 

with dispersed shareholders  , it is tightly linked to the policies of pri-

vate  , closely-held businesses   in which the shareholders are the owners   

and dividends largely contribute to their consumption. On the other 

hand, Living Standards Measurement Study (LSMS)   surveys, Family 

Life Surveys  , and other household surveys   in developing countries 

do recognize both consumption and production activities. Although 

these surveys are remarkably detailed and ask many excellent ques-

tions, they are often unclear about the concept and measurement   of 

income as well as consumption, investment, and fi nancing: What do 

we mean by  income   ? In other words, is income entered at the time of 
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production or the time of sale? How do we treat multi-period produc-

tion  ? What do we do with input costs that come substantially before 

the eventual output? 

 We illustrate with some examples. Although the agricultural mod-

ule in the World Bank’s Living Standards Measurement Study   ques-

tionnaires asks the households several useful questions, its wording 

or meaning of questions is sometimes unclear. The survey asks about 

inputs used over a specifi ed cropping season, and the amount spent, 

equating the two. But for some households these are not equal.  1   If 

the households used inputs held in previous inventory, then expendi-

tures during the specifi ed season might be recorded as zero. Likewise, 

inputs purchased during the season may not have been used on the 

plot. Revenue raises similar timing issues. The LSMS agricultural 

module asks about production during the past 12 months or the past 

cropping seasons, and also about sale of any of that product, but sales 

from product inventory is typically not asked, or at least not clearly 

distinguished.  2   Other transactions commonly observed in develop-

ing economies   are also sometimes nontrivial when it comes to an 

economic analysis of household behavior: How do we deal with con-

sumption of household production, output which is never sold? How 

are input and output carry-overs entered in the accounts? Where do 

we put gifts, transfers, and remittances, which are typically thought 

of as income while they are not clearly associated with a production 

activity? Aside from measurement errors   that naturally occur during 

any survey, it is crucial that we defi ne variables in such a way that 

they are consistent with a logical framework, measure them accord-

ingly, and organize them systematically. Indeed, several studies such 

as Singh  , Squire   and Strauss   ( 1986 ) as well as Deaton   (l997) discuss 

  1     The LSMS   questionnaire from the Albanian Institute of Statistics   ( 2005 ) asks “How 

much […] did you use during the past cropping season?” (Module 12: Agriculture, 

Part D: Inputs, Questions 2 and 3) and “How much did you spend in total for […] 

during the last cropping season? (Question 4).  

  2     LSMS   questionnaire from Reardon   and Glewwe   (2000) asks “How much of the 

[…] you harvested during the last two cropping seasons was sold?” (Agricultural 

Module, Standard Version, Part C2: Disposition, Question 3) and “What price did 

you get for the […] you sold?” (Question 4).  
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various important issues pertaining to the subject of household 

 models and surveys, especially data requirements and implications 

for data collection. 

   1.2.     OUR SOLUTION: CONSTRUCTING FINANCIAL 

STATEMENTS FROM INTEGRATED HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS 

 We argue in this monograph that there is a need to impose an account-

ing framework   on the survey data. As anticipated in the quote in the 

introduction from Angus Deaton   ( 1997 ), individual transactions need 

to be measured in order to construct the overall variables of interest. 

However, this procedure is not straightforward. Thus, we apply, and 

modify where appropriate, the standard corporate fi nancial account-

ing to household survey data as it was invented to deal with various 

types of both trivial and nontrivial transactions. Corporate fi nan-

cial accounts   are also a foundation of national income and product 

accounts  , allowing researchers to link the study of household fi nance   

at the micro level to the aggregate macroeconomy. 

 Specifi cally, we create the balance sheet, income statement, and 

statement of cash fl ows for households in developing countries. The 

purpose is to better measure productivity, risk, and the short-run   and 

long-run fi nancial situations   in an analysis of high frequency but long 

duration panel data  . Although measurement errors   from the survey 

still remain in the accounts, the accounting framework   with book-

keeping and integrated accounts helps one detect errors and think 

through the multiple places where the errors would enter. For exam-

ple, unreported cash expenditure on food implies that consumption in 

the income statement is underreported and cash holding and wealth 

in the balance sheet are overstated. 

 What emerges is an analogy between households and corpo-

rate fi rms  . For example, household wealth can be viewed as equity, 

 consumption as dividends, gifts as equity issue, and the household 

budget constraint   as the fi rm cash fl ow constraint  . We distinguish sav-

ings   as budget surplus   in the cash fl ow statement versus savings as 

wealth accumulation   in the balance sheet. Likewise we distinguish 
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the liquidity management   of the budget defi cit   from asset and liability 

management   of wealth accumulation. 

 We use an existing high frequency household survey   that con-

tains a series of detailed questions to create the line items of each of 

the fi nancial statements. We do this by identifying for every single 

transaction   exactly how it enters into the balance sheet, income state-

ment, and statement of cash fl ows. This procedure had to be done 

at least initially on a household-by-household and period-by-period 

basis. There are many nontrivial decisions concerning multi-period 

production   activities, storage  , inventories  , livestock aging  , loan repay-

ments  , barter transactions  , gifts and transfers, consumption of house-

hold-produced outputs, and other intra-household transactions, for 

example. 

 More specifi cally we use data from the Townsend Thai Monthly 

Survey  , a monthly survey covering 16 villages and approximately 

700 households in rural   and semi-urban areas of Thailand  . First, we 

deliberately selected two distinctive households with both typical and 

unconventional, challenging transactions. We created the accounts 

for these households by hand, as we conceptualized the problem and 

made decisions. Then, with our conceptualization, we automated 

the procedure for all households in the survey, using computerized 

codes to create the accounts. Much of this manuscript contains a dis-

cussion of the issues and the particular decisions we have made. We 

place a great priority on clarity and a systematic treatment, though 

we are open about particularly challenging transactions and alterna-

tives to what we have done. Essentially, for some of the nontrivial 

transactions, the fi nancial accounting framework forces us to make 

arbitrary decisions and be clear about them. This is an important con-

tribution of this monograph as otherwise there would be ambiguity 

in the concepts and measurement. Others may disagree with some of 

our arbitrary decisions. However, we still encourage them to impose 

the accounting discipline of bookkeeping onto the survey data, as we 

argue for its advantages below. 

 Obviously, creating household fi nancial statements   is not the only 

method that can be used to study fi nancial situations and behav-

ior of the households   in developing countries  . There are studies on 
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consumption smoothing  , fi nancing of household investment  , and 

productivity of household production   activities that do not rely on 

an accounting framework  . We argue however that using corporate 

 fi nancial accounting as a conceptual framework for an analysis of 

household fi nance does have several advantages. 

 First, corporate fi nancial accounts   help the researcher better defi ne 

fi nancial variables. As argued earlier, fi nancial accounting clearly 

 distinguishes between accrued income   versus cash fl ow   and savings   

as wealth accumulation   versus savings as budget surplus  . It also clari-

fi es the distinction between household assets and household wealth   

(equity  ), hence leading to the difference between returns on assets 

and returns on wealth. Financial accounting also helps researchers  

systematically categorize many sub-items of the main variables in 

each account. For example, total assets of a household   consist of cash  , 

account receivables  , deposits at fi nancial institutions  , other lending  , 

inventories  , and fi xed assets  . Liabilities   include account payables   

and other borrowing  . Wealth   is from cumulative savings   and gifts   

received. Net income   is the difference between total revenue   and 

total expense  , and is spent on consumption   or saved  . Financing comes 

from cash in hand  , deposits at fi nancial institutions, rotating savings 

and credit association (ROSCA  ) (recalls of) lending, borrowing, and 

gifts received. Clear defi nitions of the variables of interest in turn help 

improve the clarity of the survey questionnaire, especially for delicate 

issues that arise in the wording of the questions, e.g. the ambiguity in 

the LSMS agricultural module   we discussed earlier. The accounting 

framework   helps us design questionnaires that distinguish between 

the timing of acquisition, uses, harvests, and sales of inventories. 

 Second, another advantage of corporate fi nancial accounts is that, 

by defi nition, fi nancial statements have to reconcile across accounts. 

Specifi cally, we use three accounting identities   to confi rm that the 

accounts are constructed correctly: (1) In the balance sheet, house-

hold total assets   must equal the sum of household total liabilities   

and household wealth  . (2) An increase in household wealth from the 

 balance sheet must equal the sum of gifts received and household sav-

ings  , where gifts   received are from the statement of cash fl ows  , and 

savings   are the difference between accrued net income   and household 
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consumption   from the income statement  . (3) The net change in cash 

from the statement of cash fl ows must equal to the change in cash 

from the balance sheet  . With these balanced accounts, we do not have 

a problem commonly encountered in other multi-topic surveys, that 

a variable generated from one set of questionnaire responses yields a 

different value when computed from an alternative set of responses. 

For example, Kochar   (2000) reports that household savings in the 

LSMS   surveys computed as household income minus consumption is 

different from household savings computed from change in household 

assets. Obviously, one of the possible explanations is that the change 

in household assets could be fi nanced from an increase in household 

liabilities in addition to household savings. Another is that the cash 

fl ow concept could be implicit in the fi rst measure of savings while 

accrual concept was used in the second. The rigorous accounting 

framework   guarantees that various ways to compute the same vari-

able give us identical result or makes clear that they are not the same 

variable after all. 

 Third, fi nancial accounts provide us with a simple way to apply 

the standard fi nancial accounting analysis to the study of household 

fi nance  . In fact, we illustrate this fi nancial analysis in  chapter 5  with 

two case study households. We present returns on household assets   

and wealth  , various measures of risk   and liquidity  , fi nancing mech-

anisms   of consumption and investment, as well as wealth manage-

ment   strategies of these two households. In addition, for economic 

modeling, fi nancial accounts allow us to apply theories and empirical 

strategies in the fi nance literature to the study of parallel issues for 

households. These theories include capital structure   and the fi nancing 

of fi xed investment  , dividend   payouts, liquidity management  , portfo-

lio allocation  , performance   of assets, and trade-off between risks and 

expected returns. We present one of these possible applications in 

 chapter 6 , analyzing liquidity constraints  , kinship networks  , and the 

fi nancing of household investment  . We also discuss other possible 

modeling of households as corporate fi rms in  chapter 7 . 

 Finally, although not explicitly illustrated in this monograph, apply-

ing standard corporate fi nancial accounting to households and their 

business enterprises   allows the researcher to have consistent metrics 
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that can be used to compare and contrast the performance and fi nan-

cial situations of small and medium household enterprises     with the 

performance   and fi nancial situations   of larger corporations. For 

example, how representative of the business sector of an economy is 

the data from large corporate fi rms? To answer this question, the per-

formance and fi nancial situations must be measured in the same way. 

Moreover, as we argue in  chapter 2 , corporate fi nancial accounting 

defi nes the measure of accrued income from household enterprises   

in such a way that the line items can be used to yield the value added 

from production. This measure is thus consistent with the defi nition 

of national income in the National Income and Product Accounts 

(NIPA)  . In fact, the private enterprise income account of NIPA is 

derived precisely from the standard corporate income statements of 

business enterprises  . Therefore, these household fi nancial accounts 

can be used to estimate the contribution of small household enter-

prise  s to GDP and to study the microfoundations of the aggregate 

macroeconomy more generally. 

   1.3.     WHAT WE LEARN: SOME FINDINGS FROM 

THE TOWNSEND THAI MONTHLY SURVEY   

 As mentioned in the previous section, we apply our conceptual 

framework to the Townsend Thai Monthly Survey to illustrate how 

we  construct fi nancial statements, and how we use the accounts in 

an analysis of household fi nance. We demonstrate two different, but 

complementary, approaches to the analysis of household fi nance. First, 

in  chapter 5 , we conduct a fi nancial analysis of two illustrative case 

study households: a relatively rich retailer and a relatively poor farmer. 

Second, we use regression analysis to study liquidity constraints and 

the fi nancing of household investment in  chapter 6 . The case study 

approach is of course the one used by fi nancial analysts and creditors, 

as one wants to know how well, or how poorly, a given fi rm or household 

is doing. The fi ndings from the case study method are likely to be spe-

cifi c and may not be general so we supplement each fi nding from these 

two households with the quartiles from their corresponding provinces. 
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